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The regional context of Birchs Inlet 

The overwhelming impression the geomorphically minded observer gets when flying over 

this region for the first time is of the great flatness of the landscape (apart from where it is 

steep!), the meandering planform of the rivers picked out in bright white gravel against the 

dull greens and yellows of the buttongrass heath, and further south, the dramatic erosion 

scarps 10’s of meters high in the white Tertiary gravels.  If it rains during the flight, then the 

observer has indeed seen the bulk of the factors that influence rivers in this region, and noted 

some of the distinguishing characteristics of the rivers themselves. 

The geology alone would make this region unique in Tasmania, and possibly Australia.  The 

huge deposits of Tertiary sands and gravels act like a giant sandpit, allowing the rivers to 

develop as they will, uninfluenced for the most part by the constraints of bedrock.  This 

malleable landscape has been combined with a geomorphic history of coastal planation 

followed by uplift that has created the remarkable flat terraces 300 m above sea level, 

stepping down to the coast like a flight of giant stairs.  The resulting fluvial geomorphology is 

graded meandering rivers full of white cobble and gravel from the Tertiary deposits.  Today, 

the ability of the rivers to work these erodible sediments in this consistently wet landscape is 

limited by peat formed by the distinctive drab vegetation.   

Geology

Macquarie Harbour and areas to the east and south form a graben or half graben.1  Bedrock 

type and age surrounding the graben varies (see Figure 2).  To the south east are Precambrian 

quartzites, to the south and west Cambrian volcanics and volcaniclastics, in the east and south 

Ordivician Owen conglomerate correlates, and to the north east the Eldon Group of Silurian 

and Devonian sandstones.   

South, and to a lesser extent east of Macquarie Harbour, the graben is filled with up to 500 m 

of unconsolidated Tertiary sediments, which vary in texture from fine silts and sands through 

to large cobbles and boulders.  The clasts are most commonly quartzite, and remain 

unweathered.  An exception to this is near the western edge of the graben in the vicinity of the 

Spero and Conder Rivers, where cobbles of unknown lithology have weathered to clay.  On 

the whole, the Tertiary sediments are easily eroded, although they are sufficiently 

consolidated to hold near vertical scarps up to 10’s of metres high.  There are occasional 

outcrops of ferricrete, but these are thin and have little visible effect on the local topography.  

The surface of the terraces is usually covered in a Quaternary lag of relatively coarse material, 

up to several metres thick. 

Topography

Some time after sediment filled the graben, the fill and surrounding bedrock area was planed 

off to base level, and then upwarped.  The result is a generally flat landscape dipping gently 

from east to west.  At the coast, this surface is 120 m above present day sea level, and it is 

between 300 and 400 m asl on the eastern boundary.  This surface is underlain in part by a 

basin of deep erodible sediments of Tertiary age, and by bedrock to the west, south and east.  

Both the sediment and bedrock are dissected by modern drainage lines.   

The rivers in this region either run north into Birchs Inlet and Macquarie Harbour (chiefly 

Birchs, Sorell and Pocacker Rivers) or west across the bedrock strath into the Southern Ocean 
(the Hibbs, Spero and Wanderer Rivers).  Where they cross bedrock, these rivers have 
typically eroded deep and fairly narrow valleys.  However, on the more erodible sediments, 

rivers have cut wider valleys and left dramatic flights of terraces like those in Figure 1.  These 

terraces have formed in response to a complex history of geological uplift, and 

geomorphological processes of valley incision and river capture.  The area also reflects 

changing climatic influences on catchment stability and sediment supply to rivers.  This 
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landscape provides a fascinating record of the environmental consequences of rapid uplift that 

is probably unique in Australia.  Only a small part of this story is told in this document.   

Figure 1  The huge flight of terraces stepping down from the foot of Innes Peak to the 

Sorrel River, south of Birchs Inlet.  These terraces are a result of the complex 

relationship between uplift, river incision and river capture.  
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Figure 2  Lithostructure of Macquarie Harbour and the area south of Birches Inlet. 
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Figure 3  The topography of the Birchs Inlet region.  This is a slope map, where darker 

shades indicate steeper slopes.  Note the large flat areas of the main surface sloping from 

Innes Peak to the cliffs along the west coast. 

Climate 

The west coast of Tasmania is the wettest area of the state.  In the Birches region, the average 

annual rainfall is highest around Innes Peak, where it reaches almost 3 metres.  Over the bulk 

of the area rainfall averages 2.5 m per year, decreasing towards the coast.  Levels of effective 

precipitation (rainfall minus evaporation) range from 2.2meters to around 1.5 metres per year.  

Effective precipitation varies considerably throughout the year, indicating a distinct seasonal 
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pattern to rainfall and evaporation.  The average maximum daily rainfall is mostly between 5 

and 7 cm, and this varies relatively little from year to year. 

Vegetation 

The vegetation of the region is relatively uniform.  Dense rainforest is found on the bedrock 

areas.  On the Tertiary sediments, the vegetation is mostly sedgeland or heath, with some 

restricted pockets of eucalypts in steeper gullies.  The species composition and depth of peat 

varies depending on how well drained the site is, and the fire history.   

Process history 

The geomorphic process that has most influenced fluvial geomorphology in this region is peat 

formation.  The Tertiary gravels are almost entirely covered by peat, except for where erosion 

(often associated with fire) has removed the soil.2  The role that peat plays in controlling river 

form and process has not yet been quantified in Australia.  However, it is possible to 

comment on the mechanisms by which peat influences river form and rate of change.  Direct 

effects come from the mechanical properties of peat in river banks and floodplains 

influencing the channel cross section (usually deep and narrow), planform (often highly 

sinuous) and migration rates (unknown, possibly very slow).  Indirect effects come from the 

effect of peat on catchment hydrology (reducing peak flows), and on sediment supply 

(reduced mineral sediment, possibly increased organic sediment) from the catchment, both of 

which can influence channel form and process. 

Several observations were made during fieldwork.  First, part of the strength of peat appears 

to come from the dense interwoven roots of the Restio that commonly grow in the riparian 

zone.  In smaller sections of stream, mats of such roots form riffles, while on larger streams 

they line banks.  Secondly, the peat, particularly in combination with these roots, is springy 

and tough when kicked, and appears to be quite resistant to scour.  The same cannot be said 

for the gravels that underlie the peat.  Where these are exposed in the river bank, they appear 

to scour readily, which undercuts the peat and results in bank retreat through mass failure.  

The peat blocks produced in this way can be seen lying at the bank toe, or occasionally 

transported downstream to be deposited, vegetation still intact, on gravel bars. 

Figure 4  Peat soil in the bank of the Spero River being undercut by erosion of the 

underlying gravels. 
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Condition and land management history 

This region has had little intensive use by Europeans, largely because of its lack of suitability 

for agriculture.  The contrasting activities of mineral exploration in hard rock areas and efforts 

to maintain a population of endangered orange bellied parrots have been the major drawcards 

to the region.  Impacts on the region are limited to the construction of a few tracks, and 

changes to the fire regimes.  These activities have a huge potential to impact on this 

landscape, because of the importance of peat and the habit of lighting fires.  Peat is very 

vulnerable to destruction by burning, as it is inherently flammable when dry, and current 

research suggests that present rates of peat accumulation are extremely slow.  Loss of peat in 

fires has been linked to widespread sheet and gully erosion.3

Fire history 

It is impossible to assess European impact without some idea of pre-European condition.  In 

this area, most information comes from early explorers to the region, particularly Robinson, in 

the 1830’s, and Moore, in the 1879.  It difficult to ascertain the extent to which burning and 

associated peat loss have changed the type and rate of process from pre-European times.  It 

seems likely that similar erosion processes were occurring in the landscape prior to the arrival 

of Europeans.  In 1833, Robinson was one of the first Europeans to travel through the area.  

He walked twice between Birchs Inlet and Low Rocky Point.  Near the Sorell River, he 

reported that “The travelling is excellent provided the traveller avoid the middle of the 

swamp...”,4 a description that fits well today.  The descent down to the north side of what was 

probably the Wanderer Valley, Robinson described as “...extremely rugged, with numerous 

and deep gullies or ravines”.5  This area is today where many of the gullies noted by 

Pemberton3 are found.  This tells us that gully erosion had occurred prior to European 

disturbance of the landscape, but it does not say anything about the rate or frequency of that 

erosion.  The nature of the Tertiary sediments in this region mean that once formed, such 

gullies would persist in a fairly stable state for a considerable time.  It is not possible to tell 

from Robinson’s account if the sheet erosion and damage to peat were also a feature of the 

1830’s landscape.   

Marsden-Smedley6 suggests that this region, along with most of the south west of Tasmania, 

was regularly burnt by Aborigines.  However, it is interesting to note that although he was 

searching for signs of Aboriginal activity, Robinson saw evidence of only two fires in the 

region.7  A recent survey of the region, searching for Aboriginal artefacts, found only 2 sites 

between Birchs Inlet and the Wanderer River.8  Sim and West concluded that the inland 
region had few resources compared to the densely inhabited coastal zone, and appears to have 
had “a very low level of visitation..., not only in the recent Holocene but also in earlier 

times”.9

There is a much clearer picture of fire regimes since European settlement.  An excellent 

description of historical fires is contained in Marsden-Smedley’s 1998 paper.6  It is likely that 

fires are now less frequent, but much larger and more intense than during the Aboriginal 

occupation of the landscape.  T.B. Moore burnt much of the region while exploring in the 

1890’s.  Major fires burnt again in the 1930’s.  In more recent times, much of the region burnt 

again in the 1970’s and 80’s.   

The effects of changes in fire frequency and intensity on the cover of peat has been found to 

have had a marked impact on the stability of the landscape, leading to sheet erosion that has 

left particularly the steeper areas devoid of peat.3  Pemberton also noted areas of serious gully 

erosion, which he linked to the removal of peat horizons.  In some of the major rivers he 

noted sedimentation that was potentially connected with increased sediment load delivered 

from eroding areas.   
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Field observations were that little or no peat is left on the drier upper terrace surfaces and 

scarps, but that there is still considerable depths of peat (20 cm to several metres) on the 

floodplains.  Presumably, though the surface vegetation was burnt (as evidenced by the 

common lack of large woody plants) the peat itself was damp enough in these valleys to 

escape widespread destruction.  However, it is likely that part of the strength of this soil 

comes from living roots and rhizomes.  If fire kills this vegetation, including the roots, then it 

is possible that stream banks could be temporarily weakened and erosion rates increase. 

Air photo record 

Comparison of the earliest air photos (1958), with the clearest modern photos (1989) shows 

that there has actually been significant revegetation of disturbed areas in this period.  As far as 

can be identified on 1:40 000 aerial photos erosion scarps around the heads of gullies have not 

retreated, and are now flanked by vegetation where in 1958 they were starkly visible.  Terrace 

surfaces and scarps are now more densely vegetated, although in places this vegetation is still

very sparse.  In the 1958 photos, there is some evidence for recent disturbance to the rivers, 

which generally takes the form of overwidened channels and large gravel deposits.  In these 

early photos, there is little or no evidence of vegetation colonising these deposits.  In the 1989 

photos, there has been remarkably little change to river planform outside the areas that were 

heavily disturbed in 1958.  Stream reaches that were over wide have narrowed.  There is now 

considerably more riparian vegetation.  There are remarkably few areas where movement of 

the channel beyond the 1958 banks can be seen.  These signs suggest that the 1958 photos 

were taken relatively soon after a disturbance or set of disturbances that removed vegetation 

and destabilised slopes and rivers.  The changes in the modern photos would thus reflect 

recovery from that disturbance.  It is not known what this disturbance was, or how long before 

1958 it occurred.  In fact, no independent evidence has been found for this theory.  The region 

was burnt in the mid 1930’s,6 but no significant fires are recorded between then and 1970.  It 

seems unlikely that changes caused by a 20 year old fire could be the sole cause of the fresh 

fluvial damage evident in 1958.  It is more likely that a large flood or series of floods caused 

the damage, possibly because the flood peak and the sensitivity to flooding were greatly 

increased by fire. 

Present day river condition 

The rivers are generally quite stable.  They are also recovering from a disturbance that 

happened some time prior to the 1958 air photos.  However, there appeared to be active bank 

erosion in the middle reaches of streams, where the gravel underlying peat was exposed, 

resulting in undercutting and mass failure of the peat horizons.  It is impossible to assess the 

rate at which these processes are occurring without further fieldwork.  It is also difficult to 

establish the natural rates of change in this region, but it is probably that they are very small.  

While it seems likely that the types of erosion processes observed are essentially natural, it is 

possible that the rates are faster than any seen in the Holocene (last 10 thousand years).   

Overview of regional river character 

The most striking characteristics of the rivers in this region is their meandering planform and 

their bedload of white gravel.  There are two contributing reasons for this.  One is the uniform 

geology.  The unconsolidated sediment underlying this landscape means that, as soon as a 

channel is large enough to transport individual clasts from the sediments, it is able to shape its 

channel and valley without constraint, and to erode as much material as it has the capacity to 

carry.  Neither the planform nor the long profile are constrained by bedrock.  The second is 

the vegetation and the peat soil it has made.  In combination, these make cohesive banks that 

resist erosion, and so encourage a meandering planform and small width to depth ratios. 

In such a flat landscape almost entirely composed of erodible sediment, the power of the river 

depends on the upstream passage of nick points.  The headwaters of larger catchments are on 

the surface of the oldest terrace.  Here, the very flat surface, the low slope and the lack of 
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organised drainage limit fluvial transport to sand sized particles.  Downstream of a nick point, 

increased slope and the presence of a defined drainage line increase stream power so that the 

stream is able to erode its bed and banks.  Below this point, the streams are almost perfectly 

graded to sea level (eg see Figure 5).  This means that there are no steps like waterfalls in the 

bed of the river, rather the slope decreases gradually and smoothly from near the headwaters 

to the sea.  The rivers can be broken into three broad sections: 1) the terrace surface where 

stream power is insufficient to erode anything; 2) the steepest erosive zone of the long profile, 

where nick points are slowly eating their way back into the terraces, and 3) the flattest 

deposition zone of the long profile, where the river builds up its floodplain with sediment 

eroded upstream. 

It is notable that almost any movement of the stream channel causes a dramatic sediment 

input by undercutting terraces or foreshortening tributaries, causing a nick point to travel up 

and deliver a further slug of sediment to the trunk stream.  As the increased sediment load 

increases the rate of channel movement, it also increases the potential for further increases in 

sediment load.  The river is caught in a feed back loop where almost every process will

increase sediment supply to the river.   

The trunk streams and tributaries need to be considered separately.  As described above, the 

trunk streams are graded to sea level, and have no sudden changes in slope.  In contrast, many 

of the tributaries do have abrupt changes in slope.  These tributaries usually rise on relatively 

high terraces, and run straight down into the trunk stream valley.  There is often a scarp 

several meters high in the head of these tributary valleys, and a distinct alluvial fan where the 

tributary reaches the valley floor.  One thing the tributaries and trunk stream have in common 

is a tendency to maintain a meandering planform even on very steep slopes.   
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Figure 5  The long profile of the Spero River (solid line).  The smooth curve reflects the 

fact that the river is free to shape its own course, mostly unencumbered by the 

inhindrances of bedrock.  A long profile like this is quite rare, usually only to be seen in 

text books.  The long profile of a tributary (dotted line) is included to show the abrupt 

changes in slope encountered as it flows from a terrace surface to the main stream.  Note 

that this graph is based on 1:25000 topographic maps, which do not map small channels 

on the terrace surfaces.  Around a kilometre of river with very low slope exists upstream 

of the 0 km point of this graph. 

The following section briefly describes the character of river segments on the Spero River, 

from the headwaters of the north branch tributary to the bedrock at 22 km downstream.   
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The Spero River 

The Spero River rises on the Tertiary sediments to the south west of Innes Peak.  Its course 

wanders more or less consistently to the east, till it hits the coast just south of Point Hibbs.  It 

flows across 2 bedrock areas, a narrow band of unknown geology 21 to 23 km from the 

headwaters, and Cambrian volcanic sediments from 29 km to the sea, some 42 km from the 

source.  The area was burnt in the 1890s’, 1900, 1930’s, 1970’s, and 1980’s. 

Six segments of river with distinct channel form were identified in the field.  These are shown 

in Figure 6 and discussed below. 

20 m contours
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Legend
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Bedrock control

Depositional meandering gravel bed river
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Low energy headwater streams
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N

Figure 6.  The character of the surveyed reaches of the Spero River. 

Segment one: The main erosion surface 

Context

This segment of river is found on the oldest erosion surface, around 320 m asl, east of Innes 

Peak.  This part of the landscape shows little sign of modification by modern fluvial 

processes.  This character remains similar throughout the small catchments on the older 

terraces.  This segment includes the unchannelised headwater swamps, and continues 
downstream to the start of the distinct valleys. 

Character observations 

As with other terraces, this surface is very flat, and there are only small and ill defined 

drainage lines.  Clean white sand can be seen in places where flow is concentrated, but overall 

there is little evidence of fluvial transport of material.  The rate of change of this landscape 

would be extremely slow.  Stream power is so low that a very large catchment area would be 

needed to collect enough water to erode a channel network.  This is exacerbated by the dense 

vegetation and peaty soils that resist erosion.  Instead, erosion of this part of the landscape is 
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driven by the passage of nick points from downstream.  This reach ends at the increase in 

slope that marks most upstream of these nick points.   

Condition 

It is probable that these dry upper terraces have been severely effected by fire,3 and as a result 

have lost significant depths of peat.  The magnitude of impact that this would have on fluvial 

processes is difficult to ascertain, but it is probable that it has had an impact on hydrology, 

and increased the availability of both organic and mineral sediment to transport by water.  

Potentially, this represents a significant increase in the rate at which this part of the landscape 

is altered by modern processes.  However, it should be recognised that this erosion is still 

probably very slow. 

Figure 7  Flat, swampy headwater areas in the Spero catchment. 

Segment two: Low energy headwater streams 

Context

This segment of the river begins where stream slope increases from that of the oldest erosion 

surface.  This is probably an old headcut that has graded out so that it is no longer a single 

distinct step, but rather a steeper zone.  As a result of the incision, the stream runs through a 

recognisable valley.  The influences on the stream are increasing catchment area and 

increasing relief.  This segment is the section between the upstream extent of a well defined 

valley and the beginning of frequent erosion of the channel bed, including the underlying 

Tertiary sediments. 

Character observations 

Despite the increasing slope, sediment transport in this reach is still limited by the transport 

capacity of the stream.  In this section, the stream has sufficient energy to cause limited 

erosion of vegetation stabilised soils, and to move gravel and small cobbles.  However, the 

larger clasts (large cobble – small boulder) in the Tertiary sediments appear to be very seldom 

moved.   

The segment has a distinct and continuous channel.  Steep sections with very low sinuosity 
occur, possibly on harder layers in the Tertiary sediments.  Bed controls in these sections are 

the larger clasts (large cobble – small boulder) in the Tertiary sediments, which appear to be 

very seldom moved by the stream.  These reaches are interspersed by local depositional 

zones, where the now sinuous stream meanders through a small, sandy, densely vegetated 
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floodplain.  In these sections, riffles are often sand and fine gravel stabilised by aquatic

vegetation.  The channel is small, generally less than a metre in width even at the downstream 

end of the segment.  In the meandering reaches, the channel is often narrower than it is deep.  

This was attributed to the resistance of floodplain material to erosion, because of the 

mechanical properties of the peat and the dense mat of Restio roots. 

The stream in this segment appears very stable, possibly because of the abundance of 

sediment that has too large a calibre for the stream to easily move.  Banks are low, and well 

covered by vegetation, which would serve to further increase stability.  There is little evidence 

of abandoned channels on the small floodplains. 

Figure 8  The North Branch of the 

Spero River where it is still too small to 

easily erode the underlying Tertiary 

sediments. 

Condition 

This reach too has been effected by fire.  However, possibly the more complex topography 

and the wetter soil in the valley bottom has provided some shelter against fire.  Although 

much of the valley had been fairly recently burnt, there was a patch of older heath that had at 

least survived the most recent fire.   

There is also a road crossing and culvert in this reach.  It does not appear to have had more 

than a local effect on the stream. 

Segment three: Incising meandering gravel bed stream 

Context

Here there is a further increase in valley size and slope, possibly associated with the upstream 

passage of another nick point.  Distinct terraces are now present on both sides of the stream.  

This is the zone of active bed erosion.  It stretches between the point where the stream 

becomes powerful enough to erode the Tertiary sediments, to the point where sediment 

deposition is greater than sediment erosion.  The exact position of this zone will vary through 
time in response to climatic changes, or to disturbances to the stream or catchment that either 
change sediment loads or stream power. 
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Character observations 

The increasing discharge and more importantly the increasing slope have greatly increased 

the stream power of this segment.  There is evidence that large volumes of sediment are 

moved by the stream, including small boulders - the largest clasts found in the Tertiary 

sediments in this area.  This is one of the very few segments of river where sediment transport 

is limited by supply, rather than either by the competence to move large clasts, or the capacity 

to move the volume of sediment.  The distinctive characteristic of the segment is the exposure 

and erosion of Tertiary sediments in the bed or both banks of the channel.  The start of the 

segment is marked by several small waterfalls on consolidated horizons within the Tertiary 

sediments.  Tertiary sediments of varying character are exposed periodically throughout the 

segment.  The segment also marks the start of lateral mobility of the channel.  The planform is 

meandering, with frequent abandoned channels and cutoff meanders visible on the floodplain.  

The channel rapidly enlarges through this section, from about 1 m in width at the upstream 

end, to 7 or 8 m wide and 2 m deep at the downstream end. 

The lateral instability is possibly promoted by incision in two ways.  Where incision of the 

channel exposes the mineral sediment below the peat, bank erosion can occur though 

undercutting and mass failure of the peat, which is probably considerably faster than scour of 

the bank face.  Also, zones of erosion are typically closely followed by lobes of deposited 

cobbles and boulders that can dramatically reduce the cross sectional area of the channel.  It is 

likely that this behaviour encourages avulsions.  This is a positive feedback loop in this 

environment.  Changes in channel position initiate the erosion of still more sediment, which 

in turn leads to an increased rate of change in channel position.  Sediment sources are: 

�� the stream bed at knickpoints (Figure 9 left),  

�� the banks where avulsions liberate sediment and incision destabilises river banks, and 

�� valley walls, terraces and tributary fans where they fail after undercutting by meander 

migration or avulsion. 

The stream through this reach maintains a single thread, meandering planform.  It is unusual 

to find such steep streams (up to 4°), apparently with such huge bed load, that have 

meandering rather than braided channels.  The cause of this unusual river behaviour is 

probably the floodplain soils and vegetation.  Peat is a very cohesive material, particularly 

when reinforced by densely interwoven plant roots and rhizomes.  This may make sufficiently 

tough banks to allow the maintenance of a meandering planform under these conditions. 

Condition 

As with the rest of the catchment, the vegetation in this segment has probably been burnt 

multiple times since European settlement.  Although little or no peat is left on the drier areas 

of the terrace surfaces and scarps, there is still considerable depths of peat (20 cm to a metre) 

on the floodplain, as shown in bank exposures.  Presumably, though the surface vegetation 

was burnt (as evidenced by the lack of large woody plants) the peat itself was damp enough in 

these valleys to escape widespread destruction.  However, it is likely that part of the strength 

of this soil comes from living roots and rhizomes.  If fire kills this vegetation, including the 

roots, then it is possible that stream banks could be weakened and erosion rates increase. 

This segment has the appearance of active incision, with the associated active sediment 

deposits downstream.  There are multiple small avulsions (changes in channel position).  It is 

likely that this segment of river is naturally active.  For the first time, the power exists to 

erode and transport the larger clasts in the Tertiary sediments out of the reach.  Because little 

sediment moves into this reach to replace that which is moved out, you get erosion.  The 

avulsions are probably part of a complex response to incision, with sediment sourced from 

eroding zones forming lobes that fill the channel, resulting in the formation of meander bend 

cutoffs or larger avulsions.  These changes in channel position in turn mobilise more 
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sediment.  In this way, a prolonged period of instability, and repeated reworking of stored 

sediments, could result from the passage of a single nickpoint. 

Figure 9  Left: A waterfall over consolidated Tertiary sediments on the upper Spero 

River near the upstream end of segment 3.  Right: The river bank in an incised section 

of segment 3, where erosion has exposed the consolidated Tertiary sediments underlying 

the cleaner, looser sediments of the Quaternary floodplain. 

The air photo record suggests that the rate of this erosion has been very slow over the last 40 

years, because there has been little change in the planform of the reach between 1958 and 

1989.  These rates could be within the natural rate and magnitude of change experienced by 

this river type.  However, it is likely that frequent intense fires and associated loss of peat

from the entire catchment has increased rates of change.  It is almost impossible to reach a 

conclusion on this point without considerable further work and dating to establish the present 

and natural rates of change.   

Segment four:  Depositional meandering gravel bed river 

Context

The lower slope and the large sediment supply from upstream and within this segment mean 

that the river here is not presently actively incising its valley floor.  Rather, small scale 

deposition occurs.  There are multiple terraces.    

Character observations 

This segment has many similarities to Segment 3, however the lower slope and the sediment 

supply from upstream and from the valley margins produce deposition rather than incision 

into the Tertiary sediments.  This is a large segment, covering some 10 km of river.  The 

catchment area increases significantly through the segment, as do the magnitude of sediment 

inputs, but the processes remain similar throughout the segment. 
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The lateral channel movement that was seen in Segment 3 continues here, but in the context 

of a larger river, with larger terraces and higher valley walls.  In this segment, when the 

channel comes against the toe of the valley wall, or trims the toe of a tributary fan, the result 

is a considerable volume of sediment delivered to the trunk stream. 

The stream in this segment has a meandering single thread channel.  Again, there are 

abandoned channels of considerable length evident on the floodplain.  In this reach there is 

some evidence for meander migration, in the form of erosion of outside banks.  This is 

typically accompanied by deposition of big cobble point and laterally attached bars.  

However, there are no scroll bars on the floodplain.  If such features are created by these 

rivers, it is possible that they have been drowned in a slowly rising sea of peat. 

Some meanders in this reach show unusual patterns of bed sediment deposition.  Rather than 

forming a point bar on the inside of the bend and eroding the outside bank, as is typical, these 

steep meanders sometimes deposit bars of coarse sediment against the outside bank (Figure 

10).  As these appear to be relatively stable at lower flows, the stream is then forced to cut a 

new channel either around the outside of the bar, thus moving the bend downstream, or on the 

inside, potentially causing upstream migration of the bend.   

Condition 

This segment has suffered the same changes to fire regime as the rest of the region.  Overall 

the channel appears quite stable, with little change evident in a comparison of the 1958 and 

1989 air photos.  In some places bank erosion is occurring.  As with the previous segment, it 

is difficult to say if these exceed the natural rates of channel change. 

Figure 10  Cobble bars deposited on the outside of a meander bend on the middle Spero 

River.

Segment five: Backwater deposition  

Context

This segment is influenced by a ridge of bedrock that constricts the floodplain and forms a 

narrow gorge like valley downstream.  This narrow valley forms a bottleneck on the flow of 

water and sediment downstream.  During floods, there would be a backwater effect upstream 
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of the bedrock, and this has encouraged the deposition of huge slugs of gravel in the channel 

and floodplain.  The river is eroding laterally.  Because it reflects the influence of bedrock on 

valley topography, this river character may occur on other west draining rivers in the area 

such as the Wanderer, but is unlikely to occur on those that drain north (Birchs, Sorell, 

Pocacker) because these lack bedrock valleys. 

Character observations 

The character of this segment reflects the response of the river to the huge volume of 

sediment delivered from upstream, that exceeds the rate at which sediment can be transported 

downstream.  Sediment sources in this segment are similar to those upstream, namely 

transport from upstream, and undercut terraces and tributary alluvial fans.  Because the valley 

walls (still made of Tertiary sediments) are so high in this segment, there is the potential for 

huge volumes of sediment to be produced by a small movement in the river channel.  Figure 

11 shows a site on the lower Spero where such sediment input occurs. 

The response to this sediment supply has been the deposition of sheets of gravel and cobble 

typically 150 m wide.  This probably occurs in large flood events, possibly when they 

coincide with the input of large slugs of sediment, such as would happen when the bank 

shown in Figure 11 collapses.  The sediment would then be slowly reworked during lower 

flows.  On the Spero, these deposits appear fairly fresh in the 1958 photos.  In the 1989 

photos, and from recent field observations, the bar appears to have been slightly incised, and 

now has a distinct low flow channel, a zone where the gravel is occasionally reworked by 
moderate floods, and a high, stable zone distant from the channel.  This stable zone is being 
colonised by vegetation.  In places, the active channel is incising the floodplain at the side of 

the cobbles.  The exposed profile is shallow peat in the order of half a metre, underlain by 

cobbles.  It is notable that even with the large oversupply of sediment, the river in this 

segment still maintains a meandering planform, rather than the braided form that might be 

expected.  It is possible that a braided form is adopted during and immediately after large 

scale deposition in a big flood, and reworking by smaller floods returns the meandering 

planform. 

Figure 11  A very large erosion scarp formed where the middle Spero is undercutting a 

high terrace.  Note that there is a person standing in the middle of the slide. 
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In these wide gravel sheet reaches, one of the main sources of within channel diversity is 

large woody debris, which causes scour pools to develop. 

Figure 12  A natural log step and pool in the wide gravel bed channel of the middle 

Spero.

Condition 

The comments on condition for this segment are similar to those on Segment 3.  This segment 

is naturally prone to deposition, because of the bedrock constriction downstream.  The fact

that the channel has been contracting over the period for which air photos are available 

suggests that the bulk of this deposition occurred in response to a major catchment or channel 

disturbance.  This may have been a very big flood or series of floods, or an intense fire that 

destroyed peat and killed vegetation.  Once again, without knowing the history of the 

catchment in more detail, it is difficult to tell if these rates of deposition are within the natural 

range of condition in this part of the river.  However, disturbance to the catchment from fire 

could have decreased resistance to erosion and increased flood peaks.  In this case, the 

sediment load carried by the river, and the associated deposition could have been greatly 
increased.  In this case, the reworking of sediment in recent years would be seen as the 

beginning of a recovery process that would return the river to its natural condition.    

Segment six: Bedrock control  

Context

In this segment, the Spero has cut a gorge through a narrow strip of bedrock that sticks up 

through the Tertiary sediments.  Up and downstream are broad valleys cut into those 

sediments.

Character observation 

The bedrock in this segment influences planform, degree of incision, floodplain formation 

and vegetation.  These in turn affect sediment transport capacity.  The upstream boundary of 

this segment also marks the downstream extent of the field investigation.   

The upstream-most occurrence of bedrock is a flat strath that has been covered by over a 

metre of fluvial sediments.  The present stream is incised into this surface, so that the lower 

banks and in places the bed are exposed bedrock.  A pool riffle sequence of gravel is 

deposited on the bedrock.  The channel here is less than 10 m wide, but over 2 m deep.  This 
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depth suggests that the alluvial flat beside the channel acts as a terrace, beyond the range of 

frequent flooding. 

Downstream of the terraces, the river enters a narrow gorge.  The upstream end of this is 

marked by a small and picturesque waterfall (Figure 13).  Only 20 m downstream of the 

waterfall, the river again has a gravel bed with a pool riffle sequence and a similar gentle 

slope to the upstream reach.  Bedrock persists further downstream in the banks, but eventually 

these are composed of colluvium and alluvium.  However, the reach remains confined in a 

narrow valley without floodplains.  Banks remain between 1.5 and 2 m high throughout the 

segment.  Although a narrow bench is develops in the middle of this reach, for the most part 

floodwaters would be confined to the channel. 

Vegetation possibly plays a different role in this segment.  Dense rainforest is found on the 

bedrock areas, rather than the heathy moorland found on most of the river upstream.  This is 

presumably because of higher nutrient levels in soils derived from the volcaniclastic rocks.  

Instead of the formation of deep peat soils, reinforced near the surface with the rhizomes of 

sedges, rainforest plants are more likely to grow on mineral soils, and to reinforce them to 

greater depth with roots.  Despite this source of large woody debris, none was observed in the 

channel, probably because stream power in this confined channel is high enough to move it 

downstream. 

Figure 13  The small waterfall near the start of the bedrock segment on the mid Spero 

River.

Condition 

This segment appears to be very robust, because of the bedrock outcrops.  Some bank scour 

and slumping was observed in the upstream part of the segment.  However, generally the 

condition appears to be very good. 
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The regional context of the upper Macquarie River 

This appendix describes the character of the upper Macquarie River and the regions through 

which it runs.  The upper Macquarie is taken to be the section of river upstream of the 

confluence with the Elizabeth River near Campbell Town.   

The Macquarie River is large by Tasmanian standards.  The full length of the river, from the 

headwaters in the Eastern Tiers just south of Lake Leake, to the confluence with the South 

Esk, near Longford, is almost 200 km.  The catchment is also large, with several tributaries 

running off the south eastern side of the Central Plateau area.  This river system is large 

enough to cover several different river landscapes.  In the dolerite hills that make up the crest 

of the Eastern Tiers, the small headwater streams of the Macquarie have much in common 

with the headwaters of rivers that drain to the east, such as the Swan, Wye, and Little

Swanport Rivers.  However, downstream of the flat headwater reaches the easterly draining 

rivers follow short steep paths to the sea, while the Macquarie has much further to go.  It 

drops gradually through the dolerite hills, and eventually reaches the plains near the Tooms 

Lake Road crossing.  After this point, its character reflects the long slow drop to the north 

coast, and the influence of the basalt and the deep Tertiary sediments found in the Launceston 

basin.  From here, the Macquarie has more in common with the lower reaches of other 

streams that drain to the Tamar, such as the South Esk, the Lake and the Isis Rivers.   
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Figure 1: The upper Macquarie Catchment, with features referred to in the text.  The 

background image is a slope map, where darker shades indicate steeper slopes, and 

lighter shades indicate gentle slopes. 
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This appendix does not consider the tributaries of the Macquarie.  However, it is worth noting 

that this is a large catchment, and the tributaries drain a variety of landscapes.  The eastern 

tributaries, such as Tooms River, Kitty’s Rivulet, and Glen Morriston Rivulet, flow through 

similar landscapes and have a similar range of river characters as the upper Macquarie.  In 

contrast, the western tributaries such as the Blackman River are sourced on the Central 

Plateau, and then flow over the south eastern part of the Western Tiers.  The different 

topography and geomorphic process history of these areas means that there are likely to be 

differences in river character. 

Geology

In the Upper Macquarie catchment, there are two characteristic combinations of geological 

regions.  The western and south eastern headwaters are dominated by dolerite, and the 

lowland areas are dominated by Tertiary and Quaternary sediments.  The geology is shown in 

Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The geology of the upper Macquarie Catchment. 

The western and south eastern headwater areas follow the same basic pattern as much of 

south eastern Tasmania.  They are dominated by dolerite, with some small areas of Triassic 

sandstone and Permian mudstones.  Permian rocks (290-245 million years old) are mostly 

layers of shallow marine mudstones. On top of these are the Triassic rocks (245-208 million 

years), which are typically layers of terrestrial sand, silt and mudstones.  In areas of high 

relief, these sandstones can make dramatic cliffs.  These two ages of rock together are known 

as the Parmeener Supergroup.  Finally, there is Jurassic dolerite (around 175 million years 
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old), which dominates the region.  Dolerite is an intrusive rock.  Like a basalt that didn’t 

manage to reach the surface, molten dolerite was injected between layers of other rock in the 

earths crust, and is exposed when the rock on top is eroded.  The order in which these rocks 
were laid down means that the Permian lies under the Triassic, but the dolerite can be found 

anywhere in the Permian – Triassic sequence, because it was intruded into the sedimentary 

rocks, rather than deposited on top.  However, faulting has disrupted this simple sequence by 

moving areas of rock up and down.  This means that in some places older Permian rocks 

occur at higher elevation than younger Triassic rocks. 

All three of these rock types are generally flat lying, which creates lots of flat surfaces in the 

landscape.  However, they do vary in hardness.  Dolerite is quite resistant to erosion, while

the Permian and Triassic sedimentary rocks are softer.  Because dolerite is so hard, it often 

remains when the softer sedimentary rocks are eroded away.  This is why the tops of 

mountains are often dolerite.  This resistance to erosion also means that where a river does cut 

into a large body of dolerite, it often forms gorges or quite narrow valleys.  Often, where the 

river has managed to erode a wider valley and deposit a large floodplain, this is underlain by 

one of the softer sedimentary rocks.  

The lowland areas of the Macquarie River lie on sediments filling the Launceston Tertiary 

Basin.  This basin probably started to form 60 or 70 million years ago, when what was 

probably more or less a flat plain was broken up by faulting.  This lifted up Ben Lomond and 

the Eastern Tiers on one side, the Central Plateau and the Western Tiers on the other, and 

allowed the land between them to drop down to form the huge valley seen today.  Initially, 

this valley was so deep it was filled with two huge lakes or a marine inlet, that stretched from 

Launceston to Ross.1  Over millions of years, these lakes filled with sediment eroded from the 

surrounding mountains.  The sediments are typically varying combinations of clay, silt, sand, 

and gravel.  Drill holes near Longford, where the basin is deepest, show that the sediments are 

over 700 m deep.2  However, the Macquarie River upstream of Campbell Town is on the 

southern most extent of these old lakes, so the sediments here are relatively shallow. Mostly, 

these sediments are quite erodible, but in places they have been cemented by silica or iron, 

and are effectively turned to rock.   

On top of and interbedded with the Tertiary sediments is Tertiary age basalt.  Basalt is an 

igneous rock, which flows as lava from volcanoes.  Lava is liquid, which means that it flows 

to the lowest point in the landscape – usually a river valley.  This means that basalt can have 

dramatic effects on river systems, as valleys are filled with a layer of very hard rock.  This can 

form lakes and divert rivers.  The most dramatic example of this in the South Esk Basin is on 

the South Esk River near Evandale.  There is good evidence that prior to this basalt flow, the 

South Esk flowed direct between Evandale and Launceston.  However, the basalt flow just 

north of Evandale diverted the river to its present course through a dolerite valley at Cataract 

Gorge.3  This reduced the slope of the river, and in response considerable quantities of gravel 

were deposited upstream.  Now, the elevation of the river at Cataract Gorge controls the 

behaviour of the whole river system on the Tertiary sediments, and the development of the 

river terraces described below.  If erosion lowers the altitude of the rock in the gorge, then the 

river upstream will erode, forming a new set of terraces.  Lakes formed by basalt dams are 

drained when the river cuts a valley either through the basalt or the rock on either side.  

However, before that happens, lake sediments are deposited in the flooded area.  These 

sediments can affect the behaviour of modern rivers. 

The most upstream occurrence of basalt in the Macquarie River valley is near the Tooms 

Lake Road bridge.  Basalt in the upper Macquarie catchment probably diverted the Macquarie 

River from a course that ran east of Mount Augusta and then north through Campbell Town, 

to the present course that runs west of Mount Augusta and along the toe of Macquarie Tier.4

This change in course means that for a short distance around the confluence with the 
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Elizabeth River, the Macquarie leaves the Tertiary lake sediments, and runs over a flat 

bedrock sheet of dolerite and sandstone.   

The youngest sediments on the lowland upper Macquarie are Quaternary alluvium, colluvium 

and aeolian deposits.  Quaternary refers to the last 2 million years.  Alluvium is sediment that 

has been deposited by running water, colluvium is material that has moved down slopes, and 

aeolian sediments have been deposited by wind.  During this time, the climate has varied from 

cold glacial periods to warmer interglacials, like the present climate.  These climate changes 

have effected the rate and type of sediment movement.  During relatively dry glacial periods, 

aeolian processes formed sand sheets and deflation basins in the Macquarie catchment 

(described in more detail under Process History).  Climate change also effected the types of 

alluvium along the Macquarie.  Alluvial deposits form the floodplains and lower terraces 

(relic floodplains that are too high above the present river level to get flooded frequently) 

along the river.  The present day floodplains reflect the size and quantity of sediment that the 

river is able to transport today.  Some of the terraces are probably remnants of the floodplains 

formed during the last glacial, when less vegetation and greater variability in rainfall meant 

that rivers carried coarser sediment in larger quantities than today. 

Topography

The south eastern headwaters of this catchment are typical of a largely dolerite landscape.  In 

general, the topography consists of small flats, often at relatively high altitudes, surrounded 

by gently to steeply rolling hills.  There are some gorges, but rivers mostly run through wider 

valleys.  The western headwaters are generally similar.  However, the relief (the difference in 

height between the top of the mountains and the lowland plain) is much greater.  While the 

eastern headwater area slopes gently down to the Macquarie River, the western headwater 

area descends abruptly from higher altitudes over a scarp that is the southern most extension 

of the Great Western Tiers.  As a result, very steep slopes and deep gorges are found in this 

area.  Between these two headwater areas lies the lowlands of the Launceston Basin, which 

forms a wide valley floor.  However, the active floodplain is generally quite narrow, and 

terraces occupy much of the valley floor.   

The terrace system of the Launceston Basin is fairly complicated, but it is worth describing 

the different terraces types, because each has a different effect on the river system.  There are 

three ages of terrace as well as the modern floodplain.  The terraces are nestled within each 

other like russian dolls, with the oldest and highest terraces furthest from the river, stepping 

down through younger and lower terraces to the present floodplain.  Terraces affect the river 

in two ways.  They confine flood waters, and they also affect how easily the river channel can 

move.  Where terraces are low and easily eroded, they have little effect on the rate of channel 
migration.  However, if the terraces are high, or if they are made of tough material, they can 
act a bit like bedrock and prevent channel migration.   

The two oldest sets of terraces are the Woodstock Terraces and the Brickendon Terraces.  

These are old and probably formed in the late Tertiary.3  Both of these terraces have lateritic 

soils, which means that some layers have been cemented by iron or silica.  This can form iron 

rich gravel, or sometimes a massive hardpan in the soil.  This makes the terraces fairly erosion 

resistant.   

The Brumby Terraces are much younger and lower than the Brickendon Terraces.  They 

contain a little iron cemented gravel, but generally they are far more erodible than the older 

terraces.  The youngest surface is the Canola surface, which is the present floodplain.  These 

two surfaces allow the river to widen its floodplain and adjust its course far more readily than 

the older terraces.    
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Climate 

There is considerable variation in the climate of the upper Macquarie Catchment.  Average 

annual rainfall is highest in the headwaters of the Macquarie, at around 850 mm per year, and 

lowest in the lowland areas around Ross and Campbell Town, at around 550 mm per year.  

The difference between headwaters and lowlands is more striking when you take evaporation 

into account.  The effective precipitation (rainfall minus evapotranspiration) is around 300 

mm per year in the headwaters, and in the lowlands varies between only 50 mm and negative 

20 mm (ie evaporation can exceed rainfall).  The effective precipitation is fairly consistent 

through the year, especially in the headwaters, suggesting that this area is less seasonal than 

other regions of Tasmania.  Headwater areas can receive fairly intense rain events, with an 

average maximum daily rainfall of around 7 cm.  The equivalent in the lowlands is only 3-4 

cm.

Vegetation 

The natural vegetation of the upper Macquarie was probably a combination of dry sclerophyll 

forest, particularly in the headwater areas, and grassy woodlands.  This vegetation would have 

had several influences on river processes.  Large eucalypts along the river would have 

provided large woody debris to the channel, and roots would have increased bank stability.  

Dense cover of tussock grasses or sag would have protected floodplains from scour during 

floods.  On steeper sections of river, dense riparian scrub dominated by teatree, paperbark and 

wattle, would have had a similar stabilising effect.  However, while the headwater areas 

remain forested, much of the rest of the catchment has been cleared to make way for 

agriculture.  This is particularly the case with the riparian zone on the Macquarie itself.  From 

the upstream most appearance of floodplains large enough to be worth clearing, the river is 

almost completely devoid of native riparian vegetation.  Although there are significant 

populations of riparian weeds such as gorse, hawthorn and willows, these tend to occur in 

discrete patches rather than along the length of the whole river.  

Process History 

There is a range of geomorphic processes that are not directly related to the actions of running 

water, but that can affect the way that rivers develop and behave.  These processes are not 

necessarily active at present, but have left a legacy in the landscape that still influences rivers 

today.  They include glaciation, periglacial processes, karst development, aeolian processes 

and peat development.  Of these, periglacial and aeolian processes have affected the upper 

Macquarie catchment. 

Periglacial refers to the action of water freezing and thawing, which can be a strong enough 

force to crack rock and move boulders.  On a small scale, this does occur in many areas of 

Tasmania today, but it is limited to moving fine grained sediment.  Under a glacial climate, 

periglacial processes moved a great deal of material, including huge boulders, particularly on 
steeper slopes at higher altitudes.  The western headwaters area of the upper Macquarie are 
high enough that periglacial processes created significant slope deposits that do, in places, 

influence the river today.  

The erosion, transport and deposition of sediments by wind are aeolian processes.  The 

aeolian features that can be seen in the Macquarie catchment probably date back to the last 

glacial, when cold and dry conditions reduced vegetation cover.  This combined with stronger 

winds allowed the formation of sand sheets, deflation hollows and dunes throughout the 

Midlands.  Sand sheets, some with dune forms, have been mapped along the lower Blackman 

River and the Macquarie River around and downstream of Ross.  There are also some 

deflation basins near the Blackman river downstream of Tunbridge (eg Grimes Lagoon, 

Township Lagoon).5  These features are not being actively formed today, although sand may 

be temporarily mobilised during droughts.   
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Overview of condition and land management history 

In forested areas, the condition of the Macquarie River and tributaries remains generally 

good.  There are potential impacts from forestry, particularly relating to increased sediment 

inputs during high flows.  Smaller tributaries are likely to be more impacted, and this possibly 

has a cumulative effect on larger streams.  However, condition is still good, with intact 

riparian vegetation and basic stream form maintained.  This upland area includes Longmarsh, 

a small floodplain some 3 km long, which is one of the best remaining examples of an upland 

floodplain river left in the state.  Longmarsh has considerable conservation value because it is 

a rare example of this element of geodiversity, and because of the plant communities it 

supports. 

In contrast, the agriculturally developed areas of the river have somewhat less 

geoconservation value.  In general, the river form is slightly degraded.  The lack of riparian 

vegetation and stock access to the channel has lead to widespread although minor bank 

erosion.  Where willows occur in dense stands, they are frequently associated with local bank 

erosion.  Most broadwaters have been raised by small weirs, which again are often associated 

with local bank erosion (see below for a description of broadwaters).  Over many years of 

cropping, chance floods over freshly cultivated land has lead to stripping of some floodplains.  

Many smaller tributaries have incised.  On the Blackman River, one of the upper floodplains 

has been channelised, and the other dammed.  However, having listed these woes, it is 

important to point out that although some of the river geomorphology of the Macquarie 

catchment has been affected by European land management it has not been altered beyond 

recognition, and some parts remain in excellent condition.  Particularly on the Macquarie 

itself, the basic form of the river remains intact.  As such, the agricultural reaches of the river 

are not without conservation value.  The river appears to be fairly stable under the present 

management regime.  Any changes in management style should be considered carefully to 

avoid any further deterioration.  There is potential to improve the condition of the river, if 

effort was put into weed and stock control and revegetation.   

River character of the upper Macquarie River 

Within the catchment, different combinations of catchment size, topography and geology give 

rise to sections of river with different character, behaviour and management requirements.  

These segments are mapped in Figure 3.  Within each river segment, the geomorphology of 

the river is reasonably consistent, but it will vary in response to local conditions.  The process 

used to identify these river segments broadly follows the river styles methodology developed 

by Brierley et al,6 although here we put more emphasis on the wider spatial and temporal 

context of each section of river.  For each river segment, we describe the following. 

�� The geomorphic context of each river segment.  This includes the influence of geology, 

topography, climate, vegetation, process history on that segment, and the river up and 

downstream on the river style. 

�� The character and behaviour of the stream.  This includes a description of the geomorphic 

features of the stream and floodplain, and the processes occur that maintain or change that 

appearance. 

�� The geomorphic condition of the stream.  This is the geomorphic perspective on how 

closely the stream resembles its pre-European character.  Bear in mind that this is not the 

whole story on condition and conservation value of the river system.  A stream might be 

in good geomorphic condition, and still have biological problems such as weed 

infestation.  Conversely (but less commonly), a stream could be in good biological 

condition, but be degraded geomorphically.   

�� Management recommendations.  Again, this is the geomorphic perspective on what 

management is required to maintain or improve the condition of the stream.  This includes 

some comment on what priority those management activities should be. 
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Figure 3.  River characters of the upper Macquarie River 

Low gradient headwater swamps 

Context

This river character occurs in areas with relatively small catchments (typically under 10 km2
), 

where the valley slope is very gentle because of geomorphic history or geological control.  It 

usually occurs at relatively high altitude.  In the Macquarie River region, the dominance of 

dolerite in the upper catchments means that this stream type is relatively common.  Dolerite

commonly forms flat surfaces because of the way it was intruded into older sedimentary 

rocks.  Also, dolerite is relatively hard, so small gently sloping streams are able to erode 

valleys in these surfaces only very slowly. 

Stream character and behaviour: 

Gently sloping headwater streams have very low stream power because of the low slope and 

small discharge.  Sediment transported by the stream is mostly limited to mud, sand and 
possibly fine gravel.  Channels are small, and when in natural condition may be discontinuous 

through swampy areas, particularly where catchment areas are small.  Channel character will

vary with catchment size.  Large catchments will create a larger channel, that is more incised 

into the generally flat valley.  In this case, the flats are fairly well drained.  Streams with 

smaller catchments are more likely to be discontinuous, and are less incised, leading to a 

larger, poorly drained swampy area around the stream.  Vegetation can dominate these 

streams, with dense tussock grasslands or melaleuca swamps following the drainage lines.  In 

their natural condition, these sections of stream are sediment sinks, but if the channel is 

disturbed a significant volume of stored sediment can be eroded and move downstream.  

Geomorphic condition: 

Impacts on these high altitude swampy areas include historical summer grazing, 

channelisation of the waterways in some areas, and impacts related to forestry, which favours 

the better drained portions of these flat areas.  The effect of these activities on this stream type 

has not been assessed.  The dense vegetation does play a role in stabilising these streams, so 
they are likely to be relatively sensitive to vegetation disturbance along the stream.  It is 

possible that this would result in erosion of floodplains, and the formation of a continuous 

channel where it was previously intermittent.  Sections of this stream type that can be shown 

to be in natural condition have important conservation value. 
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Management recommendations: 

Where this style or river is found intact, it is a high priority to keep it that way.  Avoid 

damage to riparian vegetation.  A generous riparian width should be considered.  Avoid the 

temptation to improve drainage by channelising the river. 

Where these swampy areas have already been impacted, natural recovery processes of 

revegetation should be encouraged. 

Figure 4.  A gently sloping headwater stream on the upper Wye River, similar to some 

that occur just over the drainage divide in the Macquarie catchment.  This stream has 

probably been artificially channelised. 

Steep bedrock river with small floodplains 

Context:

This stream type is very common throughout this region.  It occurs on steeper slopes, either 

on an escarpment or tier where the wider landscape is steep, or in a gently sloping landscape 

where a stream has enough power to have eroded a deep valley in an otherwise gently sloping 

landscape.   

Stream character and behaviour: 

At a coarse scale, bedrock controls the course of these streams.  The valley walls steers the 

stream course, and bedrock bars across the channel control the slope.  Between these rock 

controls, the river deposits small floodplains, which support typically dense flood resistant 

vegetation.  Here the stream bed is a cascading pool riffle sequence.  Steep slopes give the 

stream the power to move a coarse bed load of cobbles and boulders.  Where deposition is 

encouraged by a locally gentle slope and wider valley, that bedload can be deposited in steep 

fronted lobes, that can temporarily block the channel.  This behaviour means that these 

streams have a natural tendency to move sideways and erode floodplains and reform them 

from similar sediments.  Large cobble bars and chute channels are a feature of this stream 

character.  This stream type will store sediment temporarily, but eventually most will move 

downstream. 

Geomorphic condition: 

Steep valley confined rivers with small floodplains are common in the headwaters of this 
region.  They are often in good condition, because the steep surrounding slopes discourage 

much use of the land.  Natural disturbance from floods, or from natural channel movement, is 

relatively frequent because of high stream power.  The main impacts are related to roads 

crossings and forestry.   
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Figure 5: A lobe of cobbles filling the channel of the Macquarie River just upstream of 

Longmarsh.  Such lobes occur naturally in steep valley confined rivers with small 

floodplains. 

Management recommendations: 

Rivers of this type should be managed to maintain the good condition that is common 

throughout the region, by following best practise with respect to road construction and 

forestry activities.  Continue to avoid disturbance of steep slopes leading into streams. 

Gorge 

Context:

This type of river occurs where the river has sufficient power to have eroded a valley in 

resistant bedrock, but has not been able to widen that valley.  It usually occurs in areas of high 

relief. 

Stream character and behaviour: 

Bedrock occurs regularly in the bed and banks of the stream, and the valley is narrow.  Stream 

slopes are generally high, and stream power during floods is high enough to move cobbles 

and boulders.  Riparian vegetation is adapted to withstand high flood velocities.  Sediment 

will be rapidly transported through these sections of river. 

Geomorphic condition: 

Because of their position in the catchment, and the steep surrounding slopes which discourage 

intensive landuses, gorges are generally in good condition in the Macquarie Catchment.  

Gorges are naturally robust, because of the lack of erodible sediment and vegetation adapted 

to frequent flooding disturbance.   

Management recommendations: 

Threats to gorges include weed invasion, and under some circumstances increases in sediment 

supply from upstream.  Gorges should be managed to maintain their good condition. 
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Figure 6.  The lower gorge section on the upper Macquarie River. 

Den sequence 

Context:

A den sequence is not really an individual river character.  Instead, it is a group of related 

river forms that occur in close proximity where a relatively high energy stream enters an 

enclosed upland floodplain area, and must adapt to a sudden decrease in slope and 

confinement.  Upland valleys of this sort are known in Tasmania as dens.  Examples are Big 

Den and Little Den on the Lake River. A den floodplain is distinguished by a confined 
channel both up and downstream of the floodplain, so that although floodwaters can spread 

out across a floodplain within the den, on both entering and leaving the den water is restricted 

to the channel and very narrow valley.  This means that during a big flood, water and 

sediment enter the den with a lot of energy, and rapidly disperse across the floodplain and 

slow down.  The lower part of the floodplain is a particularly low energy area, because during 

floods it becomes a backwater trapped behind the downstream gorge.  This tends to make the 

lower floodplain very flat.   

Stream character and behaviour: 

The changes in stream character come from the changes in the ability of the stream to move 

its load of sediment and water, as the gradient of the stream and the degree of confinement 

changes.  Upstream of the den, the stream usually has a steep valley confined or gorge 

character.  However, on entering the den, the slope drops abruptly, and flood waters that were 

confined in a narrow valley can spread out and slow down.  The stream goes through several 

distinct phases of response to this drop in power, which means it can no longer carry either 

the quantity of sediment, or the size of sediment.  How many of these character changes occur 

depend on the relative size of stream and floodplain.   

The initial response to the drop in stream power is to deposit its coarsest sediment to form an 

alluvial fan.  Like at the end of a conveyor belt, piles of coarse sediment build up where the 

stream no longer has the energy to carry it.  These deposits can block the channel, leading to 
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naturally high rates of channel movement, often by avulsion (jumping to a new course), or the 

maintenance of several channels.  In this section, the floodplain slope is steep, and the stream 

is relatively straight.   

Figure 7: The Macquarie River at the upstream end of Longmarsh, where cobbles are 

deposited to form an alluvial fan. 

Downstream of the fan a meandering river develops.  The floodplain slope decreases even 

further, stream power also drops, and the stream changes from one dominated by a bed load 
of cobbles and boulders, to one carrying sand, gravel and silt.  A distinct pool-riffle sequence 
is established.  Gradually, the stream changes to a meandering planform.  Rather than 

avulsions, the channel moves by meander migration.   

Figure 8:  The Macquarie River meandering through Longmarsh 
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If the den floodplain is large, then the very flat floodplain slopes and backwater effect from 

the gorge downstream form a swampy river.  The very low stream powers mean that the 

riparian vegetation is able to crowd the channel.  In this situation, the stream is reduced to one 

or several very small channels that disperse through a dense stand of vegetation such as 

teatree.  Overbank flows occur very frequently. 

All segments in a den floodplain are sediment stores.  If disturbed, all three segments have the 

potential to become quite active, mobilising those sediment stores.  Fine sediment from 

meandering and swampy segments has the potential to move to downstream reaches.   

The stream characters that you find in a den floodplain are found on a much larger scale on 
larger floodplains.  However, they don’t occur in such close proximity.   

Geomorphic condition: 

Den floodplains are fairly common throughout Tasmania.  However, the environment that 

creates the opportunity for lowland stream features to develop in otherwise hilly environment 

also creates potentially good farmland.  As a result, these floodplains have mostly been 

cleared, swampy areas have been channelised, and converted to agricultural land.  The 

sensitivity to disturbance varies according to where you are in the den sequence.  All 

segments are sensitive to damage to the vegetation.  Fan segments are very responsive to 

changes in sediment load and anything that constricts the channel.  Meandering sections will 

be disturbed by changes in channel roughness (eg removal of woody debris) and stock access.  
Swamp sections are particularly sensitive to damage to vegetation, and will also be disturbed 
by anything that concentrates the flow. 

Management recommendations: 

Den floodplains that remain in near natural condition are now quite rare, and so have 

considerable conservation importance.  Maintaining that good condition is a high priority.  In 

the Upper Macquarie catchment, this means that Longmarsh should not undergo any further 

clearing.  On the small area of private land that abuts and crosses the channel, stock access to 

the riparian zone and channel should be restricted.  The need for more active work to 

encourage revegetation of the area should be assessed. 

Low gradient valley confined river with occasional floodplains 

Context:

Low gradient valley confined river with occasional floodplains occur on moderate stream 

slopes, where the valley is sufficiently wide to allow intermittent formation of floodplains.  

This river character forms where the stream adjusts to lower slopes by depositing that part of 

its sediment load that it no longer has the energy to carry in floodplain pockets in a narrow 

valley.  Valley width is an important control on stream character.  The alluvial (floodplain) 

pockets are interspersed with small gorge like reaches which restrict fan and floodplain 

formation. 

Stream character and behaviour: 

Stream energy in this segment of river is moderately high, but variable because of slope 

changes and valley constrictions.  Characteristic features of this reach are occasional bedrock 

bars, and the deposition of large cobble bars and riffles.  Deep pools form in association with 

valley constrictions and bedrock controls.  Floodplains exist on one or both banks for much of 

this river, but they are discontinuous because the stream frequently contacts the valley wall, 

and are interspersed by short gorge like sections.  The floodplains are underlain by cobbles.   

It is likely that most of the deposition of floodplain sediments occurred during the last glacial 

period, when sediment loads and peak stream power were higher than today.  As a result, the 

present day river is relatively stable.  The process of cobble deposition within the channel 
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causing movement of the channel may still occur, but is likely to be rare.  It is possible that 

this reach is prone to channel widening in floodplain sections, where riparian zones have been 

cleared.   

Geomorphic condition: 

This reach marks the beginning of agricultural landuse impacts on the Macquarie River.  

Floodplains are cleared and grazed.  There is some evidence of gully erosion on tributaries.  

However, the Macquarie itself appears to be fairly robust.  Gorse infestation is an ecological 

and aesthetic problem, but does not appear to be interfering with fluvial geomorphic 

processes.  From limited field assessment, this segment of river appears to be in a stable 

condition. 

Management recommendations: 

Management issues for this reach include returning riparian vegetation to cleared sections, 

limiting sediment inputs from erosion of tributaries, and controlling weeds.  Because the 

geomorphic condition of the reach is fairly stable, and the condition has been impacted by 

landuse, this reach is a lower priority than those in state forest. 

Basalt confined broadwaters and low slope alluvial fan 

Context:

The character of this river segment is a response to the conflicting influences of the change 

from moderate to low stream slopes, and a basalt flow that forms the occasionally narrow 

valley walls.  The reduction in stream slope encourages the stream to deposit some if its 

sediment load.  However, the narrow valley confines floodwaters, increasing stream energy 

and discouraging deposition.  This river character reflects these contradictory influences.  

Where the valley is narrow, erosional features develop (broadwater pools), and where the 

valley is wide, depositional features develop (a very low gradient and fine grained alluvial 

fan).

Stream character and behaviour: 

Because of the low slope, this segment of river has moderate to low energy.  Where the river 

first enters the basalt valley, it flows through a narrow floodplain that seems to ‘meander’ 

between basalt hills.  The stream itself is fairly straight and shows little sign of meandering.  

Shallow flood channels dissect the floodplain.  These would distribute water and sediment 

across the plain during floods.  As the valley widens, these become more developed and take 

a larger proportion of floodwaters.  As this happens, the main channel becomes smaller.  A 

characteristic feature of this river segment is that floodwater can cover almost all of the 

alluvial plain.  Unlike downstream segments, there are no significant terraces.  

The channel dimensions vary remarkably, from relatively small in the floodplains, to large 

broadwaters where the channel is close to the edge of the floodplain.  Broadwaters are pools 

that are unusually wide, deep and long relative to the typical river dimensions.  They are 

found on alluvial floodplains where the river is constricted by the valley wall or a terrace, 

which focuses the flow so that during floods the stream power is sufficient to scour the huge 

pools.  Between broadwaters, floodwaters disperse and sediment is deposited.  Immediately 

downstream of the broadwaters, there is the potential for erosion and avulsions (an avulsion is 

where the river jumps to a new channel).   

As the valley widens, floodwaters are able to spread out and dissipate energy across the 

floodplain.  Probably as a result of this, broadwater pools get smaller (because flood energy is 

less focussed), and the distributary network of flood channels becomes more fully developed.   
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Figure 9.  The Macquarie River at Cassiford Marsh during a small flood.  Note the large 

broadwater pools where the valley confines the channel, and the network of distributary 

channels across the floodplains where the valley is wide. 

Geomorphic condition: 

It is likely that before European settlement, dense tea tree or tussock vegetation covered the 

floodplains, which would have stabilised existing sediment and encouraged deposition of new 

sediment.  However, native riparian and floodplain vegetation is now absent.  There are a few 

patches of woody weeds such as gorse or hawthorn.  There is unlimited stock access to the 

channel.  Small weirs have been constructed to raise the level of several broadwaters. 

On the whole, the channel appears only slightly damaged.  There appears to be little bed 

instability.  There is widespread small scale bank erosion, possibly as a response to vegetation 

clearance and stock assess.  Many weirs appear slightly damaged, with the crest lowered and 

some of the rocks moved downstream.  These weirs are located in a place that is naturally 

prone to unstable channels, and are frequently associated with local scour of the banks and 

floodplain.  At one site, a weir immediately downstream of a broadwater appears to have been 

abandoned, and the river now flows through a different channel.  However, in general the 

erosion does not appear to be occurring at any great rate.   

Away from the main channel, many of the flood channels appear to be increasing in length 

and depth.  This erosion is probably due to removal of vegetation, stock damage to banks and 

cultivation of the floodplain.  It is difficult to tell to what extent these features are natural, and 

to what extent they have been created by post settlement erosion.   

On balance, this reach is in moderate condition.  Many aspects of the geomorphology have 

been impacted by landuse, however these impacts have been small.  The geomorphic 

condition appears to be stable. 

Management recommendations: 

Although the condition of this reach is only moderately good, there are few other similar 
reaches in better condition.  Protecting this reach from further degradation is important.  To 

avoid further damage to the floodplains, cultivation should be minimised because of the risks 

of erosion of the disturbed surface.  Efforts to improve drainage where the channel is naturally 
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small should be planned with care.  They are likely to damage the geomorphic values of the 

reach, and could spark bed erosion that would have consequences for up and downstream 

reaches. 

Improving the condition of this section of river is possible, but is not a high priority at this 

stage.  Removing weirs on broadwaters could bring about small improvements in stream 

condition.  However, this is not a high priority, because they are adding little to the damage 

that has already been done, and may well be serving other purposes.  Control of stock access 

and revegetation would improve the condition of the banks.  However, care would need to be 

taken to control weeds.   

Low gradient and low sinuosity terrace confined alluvial river. 

Context:

This is a lowland river character that reflects a transition in river behaviour as the floodplain 

becomes wider and flatter.  The upstream boundary is where the river has incised the valley 

floor, so that the active floodplain is distinctly lower lying than the bulk of the plains.  Instead 
of bedrock valley walls, the floodplain is flanked by alluvial terraces.  The downstream 

boundary is where the river develops a meandering planform.   

Stream character and behaviour: 

The river throughout this segment has low stream power because of the low slopes.  The 

character and behaviour of the river change slightly through the segment.  At the upstream 

end of the segment, the stream has very low sinuosity.  A narrow floodplain is found between 

low alluvial terraces (in some places, one terrace is replaced by bedrock valley side or aeolian 

sands).  Terraces may show traces of abandoned channels, suggesting that before the river 

incised to form the modern floodplain, channel movement was by avulsion (jumping to new 

channels).  The abandoned channels possibly carry water during very large floods.  However, 

the proportion of water carried in these channels is probably small, and decreases as you 
move downstream.   

At the downstream end of the section, the channel planform begins to show signs of 

meandering.  This mostly takes the form of the downstream movement of individual meander 

bends, often eroding the confining terraces with the leading edge of the bend, and leaving 

behind a low floodplain.  On the Macquarie, these low lying floodplains are often associated 

with dense tussock grass and sedges. 

Throughout this section of river, there is a tendency to form broadwaters where the channel is 

confined by terraces or the bedrock valley wall.  These pools are generally smaller than those 

found in narrower valleys where rock plays a bigger role in confining the stream.  

Geomorphic condition: 

Native riparian and floodplain vegetation is largely missing from this segment, although 

native species (Phragmites, Eleocharis and Myriophyllum) are abundant within the channel.  

Willows occur sporadically.  There are patches of woody weeds such as gorse or hawthorn.  

There is also unlimited stock access to the channel.   

As with other agricultural river segments in this region, the physical form of the river appears 

to have changed relatively little in response to European land use.  There is widespread small 

scale bank erosion, probably in response to stock trampling of riparian vegetation and channel 

banks.  Bank erosion is also associated with the outside bends where the channel has a 

meandering form, but to some extent this erosion is probably natural.  There is some evidence 

of limited bed incision, which is associated with locally more extensive bank erosion.  The 

low floodplains formed at the downstream end of the river segment appear to be prone to 

floodplain scour when native grasses are replaced with pasture.   
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The geomorphic condition of this section of river varies from slightly to significantly 

degraded.  Degradation is likely to be continuing a very slow rate.   

Management recommendations: 

From a geomorphic conservation perspective, maintaining the present condition of this river 

style is a moderate priority.  Any changes in management of riparian land should be 

considered carefully to assess the chance of causing further degradation.   

Intensive efforts to improve stream condition are not a priority.  Improvements could be 

achieved by control of stock access to the stream and low floodplains, which would improve 

the condition of the banks and allow natural revegetation to occur.  Cultivation of low 

floodplains should be avoided because of the risks of erosion of the disturbed surface. 

Low gradient bedrock controlled river with occasional floodplains 

Context:

This river segment is found where the river leaves the alluvial plains and cuts a narrow valley 

through an area of gently rolling bedrock hills.  The valley walls are sometimes steep and 

rocky, and in other places lower gently sloping and soil covered.  The landscape is draped by 

a sheet of aeolian (windblown) sand. 

Stream character and behaviour: 

The narrow bedrock valley of this section of river has several effects on the stream’s character 

and behaviour.  It confines floodwaters, meaning the stream power in this segment is perhaps 

the highest of any of the lowland reaches despite the very gentle stream slopes.  Rocky valley 

walls are a source of fresh cobbles and gravel, which are deposited on the river bed. 

Channel character in this segment is very variable.  Where the valley walls are steep and close 

to the stream, bedrock outcrops are common and the stream forms broadwater pools.  These 

pools cover the valley floor, and can be very deep.  One pool downstream of the Elizabeth 

River confluence was almost 9 m deep.  Where the valley is less confined, the channel is 

narrow and shallow, with frequent cobble and gravel riffles.  Cobbles are often angular and 

appear to be sourced from the surrounding valley walls.  In these sections, there is a narrow 

floodplain.  Because of the high energy of this part of the river, floodplains are prone to scour 

and stripping of sediments.   

Condition: 

More native riparian vegetation remains in this segment than in other lowland reaches on this 

river.  However, gorse and willow have invaded native vegetation.  Infestations of willows 

occur where the floodplains are widest, and can be associated with local erosion and changes 

in channel position.   

Where floodplains exist, they have often been eroded, either by general stripping or by the 

formation of flood channels.  These floodplains are susceptible to such damage because of 

high stream energy.  However, stock access and clearing of vegetation probably triggered and 

exacerbated the problem. 

Where broadwaters cover the valley floor, the geomorphic condition is good because the 
frequent outcropping of bedrock means that the stream is generally robust.  One impact is the 

presence of small weirs at the downstream end of some broadwaters.  These may be 

associated with erosion of the channel downstream of the pools, with the eventual result being 

outflanking of the weirs.  Some bank erosion occurs where stock have access to the pools.  

Overall, the condition is good where broadwaters occur, and average to poor where narrow 

floodplains are eroding. 
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Figure 10.  A narrow floodplain in the low gradient bedrock controlled river segment. 

Management recommendations: 

Geomorphically, where the river is still in good condition it is quite robust and likely to 

remain in good condition.  However, where damage has occurred it is continuing and the river 

condition continues to slowly decline.  From a geomorphic conservation perspective this 

reach is not a high priority for changes in management.  Removing the weirs on broadwaters 

could bring about small improvements in stream condition.  However, this is definitely not a 

high priority, because they are adding only slowly to the damage that has already been done, 

and may well be serving other purposes.  Control of stock access to the stream and narrow 

floodplains would allow revegetation, which should dramatically slow the rate of erosion.  

However, care would need to be taken to manage weeds.   
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Appendix 10. The statewide river characterisation database

This appendix presents the results of the analysis of all characterisations of river 

geomorphology completed in Tasmania before 2003 that was discussed in Chapter 7.  It 

presents a set of river character names and descriptions that were developed to look for 

statewide patterns in river character for this project.  These may be useful to promote greater 

consistency in the naming of river reaches in future characterisations.  They are included here 

as a draft, to promote discussion of the issue amongst the geomorphic community in 

Tasmania.  It is not a comprehensive list of all river types in Tasmania, but rather reflects the 

rivers that were assessed for this project, or where published characterisations are available. 

The terminology used to describe and name the river characters uses many terms common in 

river styles analyses.  Most of these are defined in Lampert’s report on the river styles of the 

Mersey River.1

The information takes the form of a database and a map.  The information included in the 

database is described in Table 1.  The database covers river styles identified in river 

characterisations for a variety of purposes around the state.  The level of information about 

the river styles varied enormously between reports.  In many cases, the descriptions presented 

in this database are a summary of that information.  The interested reader should read the 

original report for a full description.  Taswide styles have been assigned on the basis of the 

information presented in the original report, reference to 1:25,000 maps and field appearance 

where one of the authors had some knowledge of the river in question. 

Part of this information is presented in the tables and maps that follow this introduction.  

However, the complete dataset, including summaries of the original catchment based 

descriptions of river character, is too large to include on paper.  Instead it is presented on the 

attached CD as an Access Database, as an ArcView shape file, and as a .jpg image.   

Table 1.  The contents of the tables in the Taswide River Character Access database.   

Table Contents 

Super Styles  �� Super style name 

�� Super style description 

Taswide Styles  �� Taswide style name 

�� Super style into which the Taswide style fits 

�� Description of the Taswide style 

Case Studies �� A unique identifier number for each reach in each catchment 

�� The authors of the original work 

�� A link to the reference table 

�� The catchment covered by the original work 

�� Catchment based river style name 

�� A summary of the original description of each reach 

�� The Taswide style into which each reach fits 

Reference table �� Contains bibliographic information for the original studies 

River Reach ID �� Contains a unique ID code for each reach in each catchment that can 

be used to link this database to an ArcView map 

This data is also presented as an ArcView shapefile, which allows the user to map either the 

original catchment based river styles, the Taswide styles, or the Super styles for all rivers 

included in this component of the study.  This shapefile can be linked to the access database 
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using the Reach ID field, which makes it relatively easy to update.  A map of the Taswide 

styles is also included as an image that can be used by those without access to ArcView. 

The information presented in this database came from a variety of sources.  Some, such as the 

Rivercare plans, are publicly available, others are internal reports, and others have not been 

formally written up.  We thank the authors for permission to use their data.   
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Figure 1.  This map shoes the catchments included in the state wide analysis of river 

character, and the distribution of super styles within those catchments.  
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Table 2.  Super styles of river character found in Tasmania 

Super-style Description 

aeolian Streams flowing through a landscape dominated by aeolian (wind transported) features.  Mostly, this refers to sand dunes in coastal areas.  

The sand is easily erodible, but occurs in such quantities that the river is unable to move all the sand and so is disrupted by the aeolian 

topography.  The sand is often porous, and l large portion of base flow may occur underground.  This is a particularly important process 

when the sand is calcareous (made of shell grit).  These streams can occur in parallel and parabolic dunefields 

alluvial Channel runs through a large floodplain, which is continuous on either side of the river.   Very occasionally, bedrock outcrops may occur in 

the channel bed or banks.  The river planform can be straight or sinuous, single or multi-channelled.  The sediment can be dominated by any 

particle size.  The distinctive feature of this river is its ability to adjust any part of the channel form, including the planform, bed and banks.  

These reaches are sediment sinks in the very long term, but can be the source of huge quantities of sediment if disturbed. 

confined These streams occur in narrow valleys, where the channel occupies all or almost all of the valley floor.  Only small amounts of alluvium 

(stream sediments) are deposited.  The valley can be formed in any erosion resistant material, most often bedrock but also coarse slope 

deposits, periglacial terraces or glacial deposits.  These tough materials in the bed and banks of the channel completely control the long 

profile and planform of the river.  Floodwaters are deep and powerful.  Sediment is rapidly transported through the reach. 

degraded Systems that are so degraded that neither their form, nor the geomorphic processes that occur in them in any way resemble pre-European 

form or processes. 

estuary Estuaries.  This is a very diverse group that requires a separate study. 

glacial These streams occur in areas that were covered by glacial ice during the last glaciation.  The topography reflects this.  Glacially scoured 

bedrock, and a variety of forms of moraine (glacial deposits) form a landscape that only the most powerful rivers can alter.  A wide diversity 

of stream characters occur in these areas, from lakes to alluvial reaches to very steep confined reaches. 

karst Streams that are dominated by features created by carbonate rocks being dissolved or deposited.  Examples include cave streams, stream 

sinks, springs and dry river beds that flow only during floods.  This is a very diverse category. 

partly 

confined 

These streams occur in valleys that are wide enough to allow some deposition of alluvial sediments.  The valley can be formed in any 

erosion resistant material, most often bedrock but also coarse slope deposits, periglacial terraces or glacial deposits.  Floodplains are mostly 

present on one or both banks of the stream, but they are usually discontinuous.  In other words, floodplains are cut into discrete patches 

between the channel and valley wall, as the channel swings from one side of the valley to the other. 

small

catchment 

This highly variable category is distinctive because streams are small and typically have such low stream power that they are heavily 

influenced by slope processes that move material down the valley wall into the channel zone.  Vegetation can also overpower some of these 

streams.  Channels are often but not always absent, discontinuous or subterranean. 
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transitional Transitional reaches occur where there is a marked and abrupt change in the competence (the size of sediment a stream can transport) and 

capacity (the quantity of sediment a stream can transport) of the stream.  Most common example is an alluvial fan, where a stream flows 

from a gorge onto a floodplain and deposits a large quantity of sediment.  These streams tend to change rapidly as they loose the

characteristics of a confined stream, and gain the characteristics of an alluvial stream.  Transitional reaches also occur where the stream 

gradient increases dramatically at a nickpoint in the stream profile.  These occur at the downstream end of some alluvial basins, or at the 

edges of plateaus. 

unclassified Reaches that could not be classified. 
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Table 3.  Taswide styles  

super-

style 

Taswide style description 

alluvial Low sinuosity 

gravel bed 

Low sinuosity channel with a gravel bed.  No sign of multiple channels, so its not wandering gravel bed.  Big catchment.  

Often the floodplain is confined within terraces.  During floods, the river is competent to move material in the banks and 

floodplain. 

alluvial Wandering gravel 

bed river 

Relatively high energy gravel bed river with high bedlam, which is deposited in sedimentation zones controlled by 

channel slope and constriction.  Multiple channels are common in sedimentation zones.  Small avulsions switch which 

channel takes the main flow.  Floodplain is underlain by gravels, sand and fines on top. 

alluvial Meandering 

undifferentiated 

Low gradient river with continuous floodplains.  Occasional outcrops of bedrock possible in channel bed and banks.  

Shows signs that the channel migrates laterally by erosion of outside bends and deposition on inside bends.  Signs are 

point bars, scour and mass failure on outside banks, cutoff meanders, abandoned channels that have a meandering 

planform and appear to be related to the present climate (ie represent pre-European condition rather than previous 

climate).  This category does not exclude avulsing meandering systems. 

alluvial Meandering gravel 

bed

Continuous floodplains.  Variably sinuous planform.  Gravel and cobble bed streams (actively transported gravel, rather 

than relict gravel exposed in bed).  Gravel underlies sand and silty floodplain.  Relatively powerful for a meandering 

river system, and capable of considerable lateral erosion.  Some of these reaches are prone to avulsion. 

alluvial Meandering sand 

bed

Wide continuous floodplains.  Channel moderate to highly sinuous.  Sandy and silty floodplain, sometimes with levees.  

Sand drapes frequently seen after floods.  Particle size means that banks and floodplain are erodible.  Vegetation is 

important in maintaining stability. 

alluvial Meandering sand 

bed, terrace 

confined 

Continuous sandy and silty floodplains, often with high organic content.  Floodplain width is variable because of 

confinement by terraces (usually sandy with occasional bedrock outcrops).  Sinuosity moderate to high.  Confinement 

leads to higher energy floodwaters which create more frequent flood chutes and channels on floodplain.  Vegetation and 

LWD plays an important role in stabilising the floodplain. 

alluvial Cohesive

meandering

Continuous fine grained fairly cohesive (peaty or silt and clay dominated) floodplains.  Channel bed can be clay to 

pebbles.  Prone to channel enlargement through bed incision and when erosion of outside bend outstrips formation of 

point bars.  Fine grained banks are prone to mass failure. 

alluvial Fine grained 

backwater

Floodplains of very deep fine grained cohesive sediment.  Highly sinuous or tortuous channel.  Fine grained banks are 

prone to mass failure where they are high and steep.  Found upstream of valley constriction or confluence with larger 
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meandering river that can account for a backwater effect during flooding. 

alluvial Peat controlled 

meandering gravel 

bed

Gravel bed river with a meandering planform.  Floodplain and banks are peat.  Valley slopes are variable, including 

some that are much steeper than typical for meandering channels.  Tendency to avulse, as evidenced by short to 

moderate lengths of abandoned channel in floodplain.  Dense vegetation on peat soils play an important role in 

stabilising stream banks, and is probably responsible for the maintenance of a meandering planform in high gradient 

sections. 

alluvial Intact valley fill Some mix of alluvium and colluvium and insitu material, in a gently sloping valley up to 100’s of metres wide.  

Catchment size is generally moderate to large.  The channel is either absent or discontinuous.  Dense vegetation 

stabilises sediments that are typically fine grained and organic rich.  In some cases, gravels may occur at depth in the 

profile, suggesting that a continuous channel did once flow through the valley, possibly during glacial periods. 

alluvial Swamp Forest Alluvial streams with medium to large catchments. This style  occurs where valley slopes are low.  This, in combination 

with a very small channel capacity, creates a very low energy stream channel that floods frequently and for long periods.  

In some cases, there are multiple small channels.  Dense flood tolerant vegetation covers the floodplain and in places 

grows into the channel.  This is very important in slowing the progress of flood waters and stabilising the often highly 

erodible floodplains.  This style is a depositional zone, and can store a considerable amount of sediment.  Different 

forms occur, possibly because of differences in slope, vegetation, and the quantity and particle size of deposited 

sediment.  Forms include:   

1) Single channel, low sinuosity, flat floodplain.  (Welcome below Harcus confluence).   

2) Single channel, high sinuosity, flat floodplain (King Island Rivers).   

3) Multiple channels, bumpy floodplain covered by sediment lobes of variable height. (Welcome above Harcus 

confluence). 

aeolian Parabolic sand dune 

controlled 

A small channel in shallow valley cut through sand dunes.  There may be a few bedrock outcrops where the dunes are 

thin, but for the majority of the length of the stream the bed is controlled by sand.  There are typically small floodplains, 

but these are typically narrow and confined between the steep sand valley walls.  The sand is both erodible and 

permeable.  Base flow may be subsurface, and return to the surface close to sea level in a series of springs.   Vegetation, 

woody debris, and the organic content of the top soil all play a very important role in maintaining the stability of the 

channel and floodplain. 

aeolian Beach ridge 

controlled 

Rivers close to the coast that have been diverted and dammed by parallel dunes.  This creates a very low gradient 

swampy area running parallel to the coast.  Because of the very low slopes, the streams have been largely unable to 

modify the dune systems.  Smaller streams are dammed by the dunes, forming lagoons.  Larger streams run between the 

beach ridges until they are able to breach the barrier and reach the coast. The degree to which this area has river features, 
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as opposed to swamp features, depends largely on the size of the catchment feeding the area.  A channel may or may not 

be present.  Where not constrained by the dunes, the channels are highly sinuous. 

karst calcareous dune 

springs 

Diffuse karst springs on calcareous sand dunes.  Karst depositional features constructed from tufa may be found.  Exact 

form depends on size of catchment and local topography. 

transitional Cobble and boulder 

alluvial fans, 

unincised 

Occurs where the slope and confinement of the stream decrease suddenly.  Floodplain  is narrow and sometimes 

discontinuous at the upstream extent of the style, where bedrock outcrops may occur.  The floodplain grades to wide and 

continuous downstream.  Channel slope moderate and decreasing through the style.  Channel capacity may also decrease 

downstream.  Numerous abandoned channels of variable age present on the floodplain.  Some of the these channels act 

as distributaries during floods.  Where sediment loads are high, there is a tendency to deposit gravel in the channel, 

which can lead to the stream avulsing down one of the previously abandoned channels.  Usually occurs on smaller 

streams, especially those with steep high altitude catchments leading to high sediment loads. 

transitional Cobble and boulder 

alluvial fans, incised 

Occurs where the slope and confinement of the stream decreases suddenly.  Floodplain is narrow and sometimes 

discontinuous at the upstream extent of the style, where bedrock outcrops may occur.  Downstream, floodplain is 

flanked by alluvial terraces, usually constructed of coarser material than the modern floodplain.  Distributary channels 

may occur on wider floodplain areas. 

confined Valley confined, 

undifferentiated 

Narrow valley, with stream filling all or most of the valley floor.  Bedrock or other erosion resistant material crops out to 

varying degrees in valley walls and stream bed and banks.  Small areas of alluvial sediments may be present.  Slope is 

variable. 

confined Steep valley 

confined, 

undifferentiated 

Steep narrow valley, with stream filling all or most of the valley floor.  Bedrock or other erosion resistant material crops 

out to varying degrees in valley walls and stream bed and banks.  Small areas of alluvial sediments may be present. 

confined Gorge (Steep valley 

confined with very 

little stored 

alluvium) 

Narrow valley with erosion resistant walls.  Channel more or less fills the valley floor.  Stream and valley slopes are 

high to moderate.  Some very narrow alluvial benches sometimes but not always present on one or both banks.  Stored 

alluvium generally ranges in particle size from small boulders to sand.  Very little sediment entering the reach is stored 

for any length of time.  This is what Brierley et al term a throughput reach.  Bedrock or other erosion resistant outcrops 

frequently in bed and banks.  Bedrock may form entire channel boundary for short reaches.   Forms on Parmeener 

supergroup or basalt often have bedrock steps. 

confined Steep valley 

confined with 

occasional 

floodplains 

Narrow valley, with erosion resistant walls.  Channel sometimes fills valley floor, but small though significant pockets 

of alluvial deposits do occur, particularly on the inside of bends, at tributary junctions, and in local valley widenings.  

Narrow floodplains of cobbles and boulders underlying sand and silt are often present on one or both banks.  Bedrock or 

other immobile material outcrops in bed and banks.  May occur in combination with short gorge reaches.  Forms on 
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Parmeener supergroup or basalt often have bedrock steps. 

confined Low gradient valley 

confined with very 

little stored 

alluvium 

Narrow valley with erosion resistant walls.  Channel more or less fills the valley floor.  Narrow floodplains may be 

present, often consisting of quite fine material (sand – mud).  Moderate to low energy reach.  Bedrock or other immobile 

material outcrops on bed and banks.  This river style is probably quite rare. 

confined Low gradient valley 

confined with 

occasional 

floodplains 

Narrow valley, with walls consisting of some combination of bedrock and slope deposits.  Channel more or less fills the 

valley floor.  Narrow floodplains may be present, often consisting of quite fine material (sand – mud).  Wider floodplain 

pockets occur occasionally, particularly at confluences and on the inside of bends.  There is a tendency for floodplains to 

be large and more complex than the steep version of this style.  Moderate to low energy reach.  Bedrock or other 

immobile material outcrops on bed and banks.  There are two potential forms of this style, reflecting different catchment 

influences.  1) Upstream reaches are steep and confined, and are a source of considerable quantities of sediment.  This 

style is then a zone of decreased stream energy, and deposition of coarse sediment.  2) Far from sediment source.  

Upstream reaches are low gradient with large alluvial deposits.  This limits both the quantity (relatively little) and size 

(relatively fine) of the sediment that reaches this valley confined reach.  This style is a zone of locally increased stream 

energy, with a relatively small input of fine sediment. 

confined Low gradient 

immobile terrace 

confined 

A large channel incised through relict alluvium.  The relict sediment is dominated by cobbles and boulders, and is 

beyond the competence of the modern stream.  The modern channel has low sinuosity, and may have comparatively 

narrow active floodplains within the terraces.  In moderate floods, floodwaters are confined into the channel/valley.  In 

very large floods water may spill out over the fan surface, using palaeochannels as distributaries, but the energy is 

dissipated over the large surface and little work is done. 

glacial moraine confined Stream falling down the face of a terminal moraine or through an area of hummocky moraine.  The stream slope is 

controlled by the slope of the underlying moraine, and varies form very steep to gentle.  The stream cascades down over 

boulder steps and through steep runs.  Islands are common where stream slope decreases.  There are small floodplain 

strips and pockets, but for the most part the topography reflects the relict glacial landforms rather than modern river 

deposition.  The hydrology will be effected by this moraine and others upstream which form a series of lakes along the 

stream. 

glacial moraine dammed 

lake

Lake dammed by moraine.  Standing water of variable depth.  There may be noticeable sediment deposits flanking the 

lake.  These can include distinct deltas of sediment where major streams enter the lake, and more amorphous swampy 

flats.  Where these lakes are shallow, it is possible that fine grained sediments disturbed by wave action are a significant 

sediment source for the river downstream.  This may contribute to the formation of levees and floodplains on these 

channels. 
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glacial Central plateau 

floodplain with 

levees

This style has continuous floodplains, with occasional moraine control of the channel bed.  It occurs where the local 

valley slope is very low, and the stream wanders across a flat plain of mineral sediment that ranges in size from clay to 

sand and fine gravel.  This sediment is often a relatively thin layer, and the bed of the stream is controlled by the 

underlying glacially deposited boulders.  The channel is well defined, and is often flanked by levees.  It has a moderately 

sinuous planform, depending on the size of the plain relative to the dimensions of the channel.  Behind these levees are 

wetlands that are connected to the main channel by small distributaries which may also have levees. 

glacial Central plateau 

floodplain with 

tunnels 

This alluvial style occurs where local valley slope is low, and the stream moves across a plain of fine, cohesive mineral 

sediment.  Channel sinuosity is low.  Distinct levees are absent, although there are backswamps present near the edges of 

the floodplain.  The distinctive feature of this style is the multiple channels that are connected by tunnels. 

partly 

confined 

Partly confined 

undifferentiated 

The channel flows through considerable alluvial deposits, but comes into contact with confining valley wall or terrace 

for a significant portion of its length. 

partly 

confined 

Partly confined with 

valley controlled 

discontinuous 

floodplains 

This river style is found in valleys of moderate and variable width and irregular direction.  The channel is pinned to the 

valley wall for a large portion of its length.  The channel alternates from one side of the valley to the other, often 

swapping where the valley is narrowest.  Alluvial pockets are formed against the opposite valley wall.  There are seldom 

significant floodplains to be found on both banks of the river. 

partly 

confined 

Partly confined 

valley with frequent 

paired (planform 

controlled) 

floodplains 

Valley of moderate and usually consistent width and direction.  Floodplains are large and paired, but are discontinuous.  

The channel spends a significant portion of its length in contact with alternating valley walls.  Periodically the channel 

breaks away from the valley side and is free to meander across an alluvial surface before coming into contact with the 

other valley side.  Where this occurs, floodplains are present on both sides of the channel.  For this short distance, the 

river is truly alluvial, and the channel has the potential to migrate in any direction, widen or deepen.  The channel 

typically begins to develop a meandering planform in these alluvial sections.  There are three forms of this riverstyle, 

depending on the characteristics of up and downstream reaches.  Other factors such as frequency of bedrock outcrop in 

the channel bed will also influence the river character.  1) Close to sediment source.  These have powerful upstream 

reaches with a sediment source.  As a result, in the long term more sediment is delivered to the partly confined reach 

with frequent paired floodplains than can be transported through.  This is a net deposition zone.  2). Far from sediment 

sources, and increasing energy.  These have low energy alluvial reaches upstream, which transfer a limited quantity of 

small calibre sediment to the partly confined reach.  These are zones of increased stream power, and have the potential 

to be net erosion zones.  3) Far from sediment source, with decreasing energy.  These occur when upstream reaches are 

alluvial with relatively low sediment output, and the reach immediately downstream is highly confined.  The result is a 

partly confined with frequent paired floodplain style that is low energy because of a backwater effect from the valley 

constriction downstream. 
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partly 

confined 

Partly  confined by 

terraces with 

frequent paired 

(planform 

controlled) 

floodplains 

Similar to Partly valley confined with frequent paired floodplains, except that Quaternary or Tertiary terraces confine the 

river and floodplain, rather than bedrock valley walls.  These terraces have a similar effect to a bedrock valley in that 

they confine floodwaters, increasing stream energy, and also restrict the lateral movement of the channel.  However, 

they are more erodible bedrock when in direct contact with the channel.  Floodplains are discontinuous, but are 

frequently found on both sides of the channel. 

partly 

confined 

Partly confined with 

terrace controlled 

discontinuous 

floodplain 

Similar to Partly confined with valley controlled discontinuous floodplains, only instead of bedrock forming valley 

walls, Quaternary or Tertiary age terraces confine the stream.  These terraces are similar to a bedrock valley in the effect 

of confining floodwaters, but are more erodible where in direct contact with the channel.  Floodplains are discontinuous 

and for most of the river are only present on one bank. 

partly 

confined 

Partly confined with 

vertical bedrock 

control 

Significant and continuous floodplains found on both sides of the channel.  These streams are not laterally confined.  In 

some cases these streams have a distinct meandering planform.   However, this river style differs from meandering styles 

in that there are frequent outcrops of bedrock or other erosion resistant material in the bed.  So, although the position of 

the channel is unconfined horizontally, it's vertical position is controlled by bedrock.  This style occurs particularly on 

flat lying rock, lithified Tertiary sediments, or planed off rocky surfaces, which are covered by alluvium. 

partly 

confined 

Partly valley 

confined with very 

narrow floodplains 

Narrow valley, with a channel that occupies a significant proportion of the valley floor.  Floodplains present usually 

along both banks for most of the length of the stream.  Floodplain sediments usually pebbles through to fines.  Usually 

moderate to low gradient, low to moderate energy due to confinement.  Occasional outcrops of bedrock in banks where 

channel contacts valley side, seldom in bed.  This style is a gorge flooded with sediment in response to a change in base 

level (eg sea level rise) or an increase in sediment supplied from upstream. 

partly 

confined 

Broadwater 

sequence 

Found in alluvial valleys where confinement is very variable, either because of irregular valley constrictions or 

occasional erosion resistant terraces.  In the most confined sections of the valley, the channel forms a broad, steep sided, 

deep pool that usually has very low sinuosity.  Floodplains are either restricted to narrow benches or are wider but only 

present on one bank.  Where the valley widens, the channel becomes notably narrower and shallower.  In some cases, 

there is a splay of sediment immediately downstream of the broadwater, and the exit channel has a low sinuosity.  

Multiple channels may be present.  Eventually it develops a highly sinuous or tortuous planform.  The splay segment of 

the sequence can be absent. 

small

catchment 

Small catchment 

swamps

Found in wide valley with gentle to moderate slope.  The valley floor is covered by some mix of stream and slope 

deposits.  The channel can be continuous or discontinuous, but where present the channel capacity is small and overbank 

flows occur frequently.  Dense vegetation plays an important role in stabilising stream banks and valley sediments. 

small Small catchment Low order streams with relatively steep gradients.   The valley confines the stream and floodplains, with bedrock 
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catchment steep streams cropping out in channel bed and banks.  The amount of sediment stored in floodplains is variable.  During big floods, 

these streams are high energy.  Tough riparian vegetation plays an important role in stabilising floodplains.  The stream 

bed sediment varies from gravel to boulders.  Considerable sediment may be stored in the short term in gravel and 

boulder bars. 

small

catchment 

Small catchment 

moderate gradient 

Low order streams on moderate slopes.  Typically have a continuous channel with a gravel bed.  The stream is flanked 

by 'floodplains' which consist of some combination of stream and slope deposits.  Vegetation is important in maintaining 

the stability of these.  The floodplain areas may be swampy. 

small

catchment 

Small catchment 

low gradient swamp 

on block streams 

and organic soils. 

Occurs at high altitudes.  This style is a combination of string bog complexes and narrow defined channels that run over 

underlying stepped blockstream formations.  The channel is most defined at the downstream face of the blockstream 

terraces which, as a result of the periglacial processes, tend to deposit in lobes with increasing block size towards their 

downvalley extent. These lobes also tend to encourage the formation of multiple channels in areas of localised decreases 

in slope, usually immediately above the terrace face 

estuary Estuary 

undifferentiated 

The reach of the river that is influenced by marine processes, particularly tides and the deposition of fine sediment in 

response to changing salinity.  This is a very diverse group that should have been further differentiated.  It includes the 6 

types of estuary described in Edgar et al 1998: coastal inlet, drowned river valley, open barrier, seasonal barrier, river 

estuary and lagoon. 

degraded Channelised Channels that have been so greatly modified that their character is fundamentally changed from their pre-European 

condition, and there is little evidence of their pre-European character.  This includes artificially created channels.  This 

can occur in any material, including bedrock, but is more common in erodible sediments including colluvium, alluvium 

and insitu weathered bedrock. 

degraded Entrenched in fine 

sediments

Channel that has been greatly enlarged through incision and widening, fundamentally changing river character and 

behaviour from the pre-European condition.  This creates a massive channel that is unlikely to be filled by any size 

flood.  Typically found on very erodible sediments such as fine, unlithified, Tertiary sediments. 

unclassifie

d

multiple river styles 

unclassifie

d

too little info 
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